Exhibit: 2L
Copy and Understood!

CG
----- Original Message ----- 

Subject: Re: Oregon Update  
Local Time: January 6 2016 12:02 am  
UTC Time: January 6 2016 8:02 am  
From: JohnJacob@protonmail.ch  
To: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch  
CC:  
verumbellator@protonmail.com, libertasve  
ritas1@protonmail.com, countygreen@pro  
tonmail.com, greenbean@protonmail.com,  
desertscout1@protonmail.ch, scoutirish@  
protonmail.com, mcknife@protonmail.ch, j  
ohnjacob@protonmail.ch, viperacapsa@p  
ronmail.com, snowmanX@protonmail.ch  
, commsguy@protonmail.ch, erict73@prot  
onmail.ch, abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch, Exc  
bulator@protonmail.ch, mambrosino@proto  
nmail.com, foxotrot519@startmail.com  

All,  
There is an abundance of information  
coming out revealing the large natural  
gas reserves under the Hammond's  
Ranch. Below is one of many resources  
discussing this.  

http://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-  
bin/forum.cgi?read=36534  

Some of you may recall, I covered this  
after the Bundy Ranch standoff, that the  
Board of Directors for the BLM have a  
direct interest in the land and the natural  
resources, including the CEO of  
Monsanto, Coeur Mines, Tentech, etc.  
Just one of the many resources  
uncovering this:  

http://ppjg.me/2011/11/01/monsanto-  
mining-oil/  

These people are using the BLM as their  
thugs to grab land and natural resources.  

-JJS
Original Message

Subject: Re: Oregon Update
Local Time: January 6 2016 1:06 am
UTC Time: January 6 2016 8:06 am
From: mcknife@protonmail.ch
To: John.Jacob@protonmail.ch
CC: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch, verumbellator@protonmail.com, libertasveritas1@protonmail.com, countygreen@protonmail.com, greenbean@protonmail.com, desertscout1@protonmail.ch, scotirish@protonmail.com, johnjacob@protonmail.ch, viperacapsa@protonmail.com, snowmanX@protonmail.ch, commsguy@protonmail.ch, erict73@protonmail.ch, abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch, Excubitor@protonmail.ch, mambrosino@protonmail.com, foxtrot519@startmail.com

JJS,

I just sent you a bunch more articles. We are digging. We need to get this to Liberty First so we can get the story out. Chasm is headed there and I'll direct him to get photos of all the mil equipment. Knife.

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Original Message

Subject: Re: Oregon Update  
Local Time: January 6 2016 6:46 am 
UTC Time: January 6 2016 2:46 pm 
From: countygreen@protonmail.com 
To: mcknife@protonmail.ch 
CC: 
JohnJacob@protonmail.ch, libertyfirst@protonmail.ch, verumbellator@protonmail.com, libertasveritas1@protonmail.com, greenbean@protonmail.com, desertsocut1@protonmail.ch, scoutirish@protonmail.com, viperacapsa@protonmail.com, snowmanX@protonmail.ch, commsguy@protonmail.ch, erict73@protonmail.ch, abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch, Excubitor@protonmail.ch, mambrosino@protonmail.com, foxtrot519@startmail.com 

I think that this is right, the big money people and companies are in bed with the BLM and Forest Service along with the environmentalists. They want the natural resources. Most if not all of the Acts of Congress have a section that protects the per-existing rights that were already perfected. The ranchers were there first and have these per-existing rights. But if you don't plead them right, then you might waive them. It is complicated but the Public Land laws are on our side.

This case explains it a little. The Harmonds have or had these per-existing rights.

HENDERSON V GRIFFIN, 5 Pet. 151 (30 U.S. 151) (1831)

"The statute conveys the possession to the use and transfers the use into possession, thereby making the cestui qui use complete owner of the lands and tenements as well at law as in equity. The possession thus transferred is not a mere seizin or possession in law, but an actual seizin and possession in fact; not a mere title to enter upon the land, but an actual estate."
The July 26, 1866 granted "occupancy" and created a cestui qui trust. Plaintiff in the Court of Federal Claims has plead a congressional grant in the nature of a cestui qui trust as the beneficial owner of the trust Plaintiff became the cestui qui use making Plaintiff the owner of the lands and tenements as well at law as in equity. This came out of United States Supreme Court Digest-Lawyers addition "Trusts" Section 2 page 593. We may have solved the riddle. The case cites the "By the settled rules of courts both of law and equity as applied to the statute of uses of 27 Henry VIII, ch. 10,"

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Original Message

Subject: Re: Oregon Update
Local Time: January 6 2016 8:52 am
UTC Time: January 6 2016 4:52 pm
From: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
To: mcknife@protonmail.ch
CC:
countygreen@protonmail.com,JohnJacob@protonmail.ch,verumbellator@protonmail.com,libertasveritas1@protonmail.com,greenbean@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutirish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,snowmanX@protonmail.ch,commmsguy@protonmail.ch,erict73@protonmail.ch,abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch,Excubitor@protonmail.ch,mambrosino@protonmail.com,foxtrot519@startmail.com

I need pictures and other proof of government planned aggression. I can then make a very persuasive case against the government. I promise.

L1st

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
----- Original Message -----
Subject: Re: Oregon Update
Local Time: January 6 2016 10:18 am
UTC Time: January 6 2016 5:18 pm
From: greenbean@protonmail.com
To: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
CC:
mcknife@protonmail.ch,countygreen@protonmail.com,JohnnJacob@protonmail.ch,verumbellator@protonmail.com,libertasveritas1@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutirish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,snowmanX@protonmail.ch,commsguy@protonmail.ch,erict73@protonmail.ch,abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch,Excubitor@protonmail.ch,mambrosino@protonmail.com,foxtrot519@startmail.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6DCk_Mkuls

Here is the dry video. It claims Natural Gas and Uranium are the target and Congressmen De Fazio and Walden are involved.


Peter DeFazio District 4 Oregon

Greg Walden District 2 Oregon

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
--- Original Message ---
Subject: Re: Oregon Update
Local Time: January 6 2016 10:22 am
UTC Time: January 6 2016 6:22 pm
From: libertasveritas1@protonmail.com
To: greenbean@protonmail.com
CC:
libertyfirst@protonmail.ch,mcknife@protonmail.ch,countygreen@protonmail.com,JohnJacob@protonmail.ch,verumbellator@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutirish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,snowmanX@protonmail.ch,commsguy@protonmail.ch,eric73@protonmail.ch,abrynd4usa@protonmail.ch,Excubitor@protonmail.ch,mambrosino@protonmail.com,foxtrot519@startmail.com

For what it's worth:

**FBI compound to be used in Bundy standoff revealed by Infowars reporter Joe Biggs**


Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Original Message

Subject: Re: Oregon Update
Local Time: January 6 2016 10:53 am
UTC Time: January 6 2016 3:53 pm
From: mcknife@protonmail.ch
To: countygreen@protonmail.com
CC:
JohnJacob@protonmail.ch,libertyfirst@protonmail.ch,verumbellator@protonmail.com,libertasveritas1@protonmail.com,greenbean@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutirish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,snowmanX@protonmail.ch,commguy@protonmail.ch,erict73@protonmail.ch,abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch,Excubitor@protonmail.ch,mambrosino@protonmail.com,foxtrot519@startmail.com

Recommend all who are not directly involved with what we are trying to accomplish now start digging up info we can use to generate our case and start winning some hearts/minds. I figured this is a complex issue as it is happening all over the west. I've never been a huge Edward Abbey fan, but, "A patriot must always be ready to defend his country against its government."

Ammon got it right on the Megyn Kelly Show a couple days ago.
The government brought the case, the government tried the Hammonds, the government is seizing their lands and the government put the Hammonds in prison.

Hmmm?

Knife.

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Original Message
Subject: Re: Oregon Update
Local Time: January 6 2016 2:09 pm
UTC Time: January 6 2016 10:09 pm
From: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
To: snowmanX@protonmail.ch
CC:
lbertasveritas1@protonmail.com,greenbean@protonmail.com,mcknife@protonmail.ch,countygreen@protonmail.com,JohnJacob@protonmail.ch,verumbellator@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutirish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,commsguy@protonmail.ch,erict73@protonmail.ch,abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch,Exxubitor@protonmail.ch,mambrosino@protonmail.com,foxtrot519@startmail.com

Someone needs to explain to Walden that there is legally no such thing as federal land and the farmers and ranchers just want control of THEIR OWN land. Do we realize that the definition of people who do not own the land they live on is "indentured slave?"

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
—— Original Message ——
Subject: Re: Oregon Update
Local Time: January 6 2016 3:42 pm
UTC Time: January 6 2016 11:42 pm
From: snowmanX@protonmail.ch
To: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
CC:
libertasveritas1@protonmail.com,greenbean@protonmail.com,mcknife@protonmail.ch,countygren@protonmail.com,JohnJacob@protonmail.ch,
verumbellator@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,commsguy@protonmail.ch,
ericf73@protonmail.ch,abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch,Excubitor@protonmail.com,mambrosino@protonmail.com,foxtrot519@startmail.com

I just saw an alert from Proton mail that it will be offline from 0700-1000 PST tomorrow Jan 7. Due to server upgrades.

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
For what it is worth-

Here is Congressman Greg Walden on the house floor Tuesday Jan 5. He is Harney County's US Rep.


Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Copy and understood! Same here.

CG
Subject: Re: Oregon Update
Local Time: January 6 2016 8:53 pm
UTC Time: January 7 2016 4:53 am
From: mambrosino@protonmail.com
To: commsguy@protonmail.ch
CC: snowmanX@protonmail.ch, libertyfirst@protonmail.ch, libertasveritas1@protonmail.com, greenbean@protonmail.com, mcknife@protonmail.ch, countygreen@protonmail.com, John.Jacob@protonmail.ch, verumbellator@protonmail.com, desertscout1@protonmail.ch, scoutirish@protonmail.com, viperacapsa@protonmail.com, erict73@protonmail.ch, abyr4usa@protonmail.ch, Execubitor@protonmail.ch, foxtrot519@startmail.com

Let's make sure we all have wickr.

M

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Original Message

Subject: Re: Oregon Update
Local Time: January 7 2016 8:01 am
UTC Time: January 7 2016 3:01 pm
From: Excubitor@protonmail.ch
To: mambrosino@protonmail.com
CC: commsguy@protonmail.ch,snowmanX@protonmail.ch,libertyfirst@protonmail.ch,libertasveritas1@protonmail.com,greenbean@protonmail.com,mcknife@protonmail.ch,countygreen@protonmail.com,JohnJacob@protonmail.ch,verumbellator@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutirish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,erict73@protonmail.ch,abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch,foxtrot519@startmail.com

Yes, mine is also excubitor there.

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Subject: intel needed
Local Time: January 7 2016 12:24 pm
UTC Time: January 7 2016 7:24 pm
From: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
To: libertasveritas1@protonmail.com
CC:
Excubitor@protonmail.ch,mambrosino@protonmail.com,commsguy@protonmail.ch,snowmanX@protonmail.ch,greenbean@protonmail.com,mcknife@protonmail.ch,countygreen@protonmail.com,JohnJacob@protonmail.ch,verumbellator@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutirish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,erict73@protonmail.ch,abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch,foxtrot519@startmail.com

Please tell me is this Ryan Payne who is so close to Ammond?

L1

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
On WICKR mine is "LibertasVeritas" same as here but without the "1".

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Subject: Re: intel needed
Local Time: January 7 2016 4:56 pm
UTC Time: January 8 2016 12:56 am
From: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
To: libertasveritas1@protonmail.com
CC:
Excubitor@protonmail.ch,mambrosino@protonmail.com,commsguy@protonmail.ch,snowmanX@protonmail.ch,greenbean@protonmail.com,mcknife@protonmail.ch,countygreen@protonmail.com,JohnJacob@protonmail.ch,verumbellator@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,erict73@protonmail.ch,abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch,foxtrot519@startmail.com

He and Pete Santilli are working to escalate. Are they glory hounds? I believe Santilli is. Payne seems dangerous. I wonder if Payne is the reason all our concerns fell on deaf ear with Ammond. I do know this, when I spoke to Ammond he was vehemently opposed to any violence. Now that seems to have changed. Keep our eyes on this Whisperer. I believe Payne is up to no good.

L1

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
—— Original Message ——
Subject: Re: intel needed
Local Time: January 7 2016 5:27 pm
UTC Time: January 7 2016 10:27 pm
From: libertasveritas1@protonmail.com
To: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
CC:
Excubitor@protonmail.ch,mambrosino@protonmail.com,commsguy@protonmail.ch,snowmanX@protonmail.ch,greenbean@protonmail.com,mcknife@protonmail.ch,countygreen@protonmail.com,JohnJacob@protonmail.ch,verumbellator@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutirish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,erict73@protonmail.ch,abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch,foxtrot519@startmail.com

LibertyFirst, I believe Ryan Payne is close to Ammon. I watched Ryan Payne firsthand at Bunkerville about ten days after the initial standoff. My own personal observation of him was that he was deliberately provoking the people around and close to the Bundy’s. I warned as many people as I could about him (including Ammon) at the time. He was also making sure that the discord brewing there be aired on the internet and made public. Many agreed with me. Many have further asserted that he is an "agent provocateur". I have zero proof of that assertion. I knew Booda as well and he is very close to the Bundy’s. While I can’t personally vouch for Booda I feel pretty strongly he is a straight arrow.

Hope this helps.
L/V1

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Original Message
Subject: Re: intel needed
Local Time: January 9 2016 4:20 pm
UTC Time: January 9 2016 11:20 pm
From: mknife@protonmail.ch
To: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
CC:
libertasveritas1@protonmail.com, Excubitor@protonmail.ch, mambrosino@protonmail.com, commsguy@protonmail.ch, snowmanX@protonmail.ch, greenbean@protonmail.com, countygreen@protonmail.com, JohnJacob@protonmail.ch, verumbellator@protonmail.com, desertscout1@protonmail.ch, scoutish@protonmail.com, viperacapsa@protonmail.com, erict73@protonmail.ch, abyr4usa@protonmail.ch, foxtrot519@startmail.com

All, This is confirmed by the intel team we had on the ground at the HQ as late as this morning. Knife

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Sorry everyone: I should qualify my last question. McKnife, if my last question is inappropriate at this time DO NOT ANSWER it. I do not NEED to know. Just curious. It will come out in time. If you can, please do.

LV1

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Subject: 3%
Local Time: January 10 2016 7:09 am
UTC Time: January 10 2016 2:09 pm
From: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
To: libertasveritas1@protonmail.com
CC: mcknife@protonmail.ch, Excubitor@protonmail.ch, mambrosino@protonmail.com, commsguy@protonmail.ch, snowmanX@protonmail.ch, greenbean@protonmail.com, countygreen@protonmail.com, JohnJacob@protonmail.ch, verumbellator@protonmail.com, desertscout1@protonmail.ch, scoutirish@protonmail.com, viperacapsa@protonmail.com, erict73@protonmail.com, abyr4usa@protonmail.ch, foxtrot519@startmail.com

This was a brilliant move by the 3%ers. Put a face to the crowd will cause hesitation when an order comes down. It is exactly what the OathKeepers did in Ferguson when the feds dished out the propaganda to the people that the OathKeepers were KKK. The OathKeepers then went into the neighborhoods and introduced themselves to everyone. This was perfect counter psyops.

https://youtu.be/K5w99LTKEA0

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Original Message

Subject: Re: 3%
Local Time: January 10 2016 9:13 am
UTC Time: January 10 2016 3:13 pm
From: libertasveritas1@protonmail.com
To: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
CC:
mcknife@protonmail.ch, Excubitor@protonmail.ch, mambrosino@protonmail.com, commsguy@protonmail.ch, snowmanX@protonmail.ch, greenbean@protonmail.com, countygreen@protonmail.com, JohnJacob@protonmail.ch, verumbellator@protonmail.com, desertscout1@protonmail.ch, scoutirish@protonmail.com, viperacapsa@protonmail.com, erict73@protonmail.ch, abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch, foxtrot519@startmail.com

The body language in the video is AMAZING. Very positive IMO.

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Subject: Re: 3%
Local Time: January 10 2016 9:30 am
UTC Time: January 10 2016 5:30 pm
From: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
To: libertasveritas1@protonmail.com
CC: mcknife@protonmail.ch,Excubitor@protonmail.ch,mambrosino@protonmail.com,commsguy@protonmail.ch,snowmanX@protonmail.ch,greenbean@protonmail.com,countygreen@protonmail.com,JohnJacob@protonmail.ch,verumbellator@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutirish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,erict73@protonmail.ch,abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch,foxtrot519@startmail.com

"It is not in numbers that we gather our strength but in unity." Thomas Paine.

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Original Message

Subject: Re: 3%
Local Time: January 10 2016 3:45 pm
UTC Time: January 10 2016 11:45 pm
From: mambrosino@protonmail.com
To: libertyfirst@protonmail.ch
CC: libertasveritas1@protonmail.com,mcknife@protonmail.ch,Excubitor@protonmail.ch,commsguy@protonmail.ch,snowmanX@protonmail.ch,greenbean@protonmail.com,countygreen@protonmail.com,JohnJacob@protonmail.ch,verumbellator@protonmail.com,desertscout1@protonmail.ch,scoutirish@protonmail.com,viperacapsa@protonmail.com,erict73@protonmail.ch,abyrd4usa@protonmail.ch,foxtrot519@startmail.com

Does anyone know a person name Dallas?

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.
Yes. Dallas is a state legislator from Oregon. He is working with COWS as of this past week.

Sent from ProtonMail, encrypted email based in Switzerland.